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in the form of tables on a website. I've been following the guide to using
BigQuery in the Google Apps Script SDK, but this appears to only be

available for if you were using BigQuery externally, not in the context of
Apps Script. I'm aware of the Google DataFlow & Firebase services that
allow for data storage and processing for Apps Script. However, my goal

for this setup is to create something where an end user can call the script
from a Google Form, and will return tables which they can then copy &

paste into their own spreadsheet. Hopefully someone can explain how to
use Google Cloud SQL and BigQuery together, or alternatively provide a

solution. A: As for the ability to use both BigQuery and Cloud SQL
together, these are not possible from the Apps Script server. For your goal

of storing a database and a spreadsheet, you could use the Google
Spreadsheet add-ons: MySQL Cloud SQL BigQuery All three services can

be managed from a Google Site for you to test before using in Apps Script.
President Barack Obama on Friday called reports that his administration
spied on Israeli diplomats in the U.S. for at least five years "disturbing"

and said he had directed appropriate steps to make sure it never happens
again. "This sort of
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